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MOTTO 

 

 

 

 

 

To know wisdom and instruction; to perceive the words of understanding; 

Proverbs 1:2 

 

By God, I can! 

Putut Bayuaji 

 

Sola Fide. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
Putut Bayuaji, 2008. The Difficulties in Teaching English to the 4th Grade 
Students of Elementary School in Sdn Gulon 169 Jebres, Surakarta. English 
Diploma Program, Faculty of Letters and Fine Arts, Sebelas Maret University. 
 
This final project has the purpose to identify the difficulties in teaching English to the 
4th grade students based on the job training that had been done by the writer in SDN 
Gulon, Jebres, Surakarta. The difficulties were related to teaching and learning 
processes which have been faced by both the students and the writer himself. 
The writer use grammar translation method to deliver the material of the lesson to the 
students. The activities used during the lesson were prepared to develop students’ 
skills in reading, listening, speaking, and writing. Occasionally, the writer used 
pictures and games to help the students understand better about the materials given. 
During the job training, the writer found many difficulties in developing the students’ 
skills and in delivering the material. These problems were divided into two 
categories, linguistic problem and non-linguistic problems. Different pronunciation 
between English with Indonesian became the problem of linguistics. While in non-
linguistic problem, the main issues were class management, limited time of teaching, 
students’ motivation in learning English and the lack of ELT facilities. In this final 
project report, the writer also provides solutions to handle those problems. To 
overcome linguistic problem, continuous practice could help the students. Creating 
good class management, managing time to teach, motivating students’ to learn 
English through fun and effective learning, and providing aid and ELT facilities could 
help the writer and students’ to overcome non-linguistic problems. Moreover, a good 
cooperation with the class teacher would help more. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background 

Since the day it was first used, language has become an important aspect of 

life. We use language in all parts of our life. We need to communicate with others 

since day one of our life. Parents teach us with the first language we know as mother 

tongue. Then we learn another language, Bahasa Indonesia, our national language at 

school. 

Today, as the world moves to the age of globalization, the need of learning 

other language, especially English is increasing and important. English is one of the 

languages used as an international language in many countries, including Indonesia. 

By learning English, many benefits will follow; one of them is information and 

technology transfer from abroad vice versa. By that reason, the government 

encourages Elementary schools in Indonesia to teach English to their students, 

although English is not included in national curriculum. As we know, elementary 

school is the first level for children to learn formally. English, as a part of school 

local curriculum is taught starting from 4th grade up to 6th grade. 

At present, our country needs a lot of Indonesian human resources who master 

English well. Thus, the English diploma Program, Faculty of Letters and Fine Arts in 

Sebelas Maret University, after equipping their students with theories and skills, 

requires them to conduct job training, practicing their knowledge by applying them in 

  1 
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the real situation. That is one of the efforts done by the Program to get graduates to 

meet relevance with the needs in the society. 

The writer as one of the English Diploma Program students held the job 

training as an English teacher in the Elementary School at SDN Gulon 169, Jebres, 

Surakarta. The writer taught English to the 4th grade up to 6th grade students. During 

the job training, the writer concerned the material given to the students, the 

difficulties and problems in teaching and learning process and the solutions to handle 

the problems. 

The material given has to be appropriate with the elementary students based 

on the curriculum (KTSP) and to meet with the standard from National Education 

Standardization Board (BSNP). During the job training as an English teacher, the 

writer focused on the 4th grade students of elementary school. The reason why the 

writer focused in 4th grade students of elementary school because in this grade the 

students were introduced to English as a new language lesson beside their mother 

tongue, the Javanese language and Bahasa Indonesia as their national language. By 

learning English, the students were introduced with something entirely new and 

different from things they used to know. 

Teaching English to young learners can be very exciting as well as frustrating. 

They are very active, always want to know the new things, ask things they do not 

understand around them, including English as a new language they learn. They are 

also very moody and easily get bored with the situation and can be annoying. 

However, in teaching English to the 4th students of elementary school the writers 

found some difficulties and problems. Two main problems faced by the writers were 
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making the students understand to the material given and handling the attitude of the 

students during the lessons. The writer arranged a lesson plan for each session which 

includes activities to get the students attentions. The activities were intended to 

deliver the material to the students using real objects, illustration or pictures; games 

and giving points to the students who are active during the lesson as a bonus. The 

problems faced by the students in learning English were the lack of ELT sources; this 

problem holds up the teaching learning process. The students only have a workbook 

entitled LINTAS as their main source of learning English. Without sufficient ELT 

facilities, the writer, and students found difficulties in teaching and learning English. 

Therefore, based on the job training, the topic of this final project is about the 

difficulties and problems in teaching English to the 4th grade of elementary school 

students and the way to overcome the problems. This final project report is entitled 

“The Difficulties in Teaching English to the 4th Grade Students of Elementary 

School in SDN Gulon 169, Jebres, Surakarta.” 

 

B. Objectives 

Based on the background above, the objectives of this report are: 

1. To find out what difficulties faced by the English teacher in teaching English to 

the 4th grade students of SDN Gulon, Jebres, Surakarta are. 

2. To find out what difficulties faced by the students of 4th grade of SDN Gulon, 

Jebres, Surakarta in learning English. 

3. To present the solutions to both the teacher and students of SDN Gulon, Jebres, 

Surakarta to overcome the difficulties in learning English. 
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C. Benefits 

It is hoped that this final project report would be useful for: 

1. Elementary school English teachers 

 This report is expected to be able to help teachers in improving the way to teach 

English in the Elementary school. 

2. Elementary school students 

 This report can be used to help students in learning English in a better way. 

3. The readers 

 The writer hopes that this final project can be used as an additional reference for 

the readers who are interested in teaching and learning English in Elementary 

school. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

In this chapter, the writer will present at least three main topics related to the 

title of this final project. Those three topics are teaching, English as a foreign 

language, and young learners. All of the topics will be reviewed in more detailed 

below. 

 

A. Teaching and Learning 

1. Teaching Definitions 

In order to learn a new knowledge and how to do a new practice, we all 

need help from other people who know better than we are; we need them to make 

us understand. This definition is given by Douglas Brown, “Teaching may be 

defined as showing or helping someone to learn how to do something, providing 

with knowledge, causing to know or understand”. (Brown, 2001: 7). 

Similar definition was also given by Kenneth D. Moore, “Teaching is the 

action of someone who is trying to assist others to reach their fullest potential in 

all aspects of development”. (Moore, 1998: 20). This means in teaching activities, 

teachers are responsible to teach and to guide their students in learning process 

and to fulfill the goal of learning itself. 

Furthermore, to be a good teacher is not as easy and as simple can 

imagine, there are some issues that a teacher should have, they are: 

a. A teacher should make his lesson interesting. 

5 
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b. A teacher should love his job. 

c. A teacher should have lots of knowledge 

d. A teacher is an entertainer in a positive sense, not in a negative sense. 

(Harmer, 1998: 1, 2) 

From the definitions above we can conclude that teaching is a process of 

helping and guiding students by providing knowledge to develop the student’s 

potential to their highest point. 

2. Teaching Methods 

H. Douglas Brown in his book entitled Teaching by Principles, an 

Interactive Approach to Language Pedagogy (2001: 51) define method as a 

generalized set of classroom specifications for accomplishing linguistic 

objectives. Furthermore, according to Brown (2001: 52–57) there are 6 methods 

can be applied in teaching language, they are: 

a. Grammar Translation Method 

Also known as Classical Method before the 19th century, according to 

Brown, the Grammar Translation Method “focuses on grammatical rules, 

memorization of vocabulary and of various declensions and conjugations, 

translations of text, doing written exercises” (Brown, 2001: 52). In this 

method, more attention is given to vocabulary and grammar than other. 

The major characteristics of grammar translation method are: 

i. Classes are taught in the mother tongue, with little active use of the 

target language. 

ii. Much vocabulary is taught in the form of lists of isolated words. 
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iii. Long elaborate explanations of the intricacies of grammar are given. 

iv. Grammar provides the rules for putting the words together, and 

instruction often focuses on the form and inflection of words. 

v. Reading of difficult classical texts is begun early. 

vi. Little attention is paid to the content of texts, which are treated as 

exercises in grammatical analysis. 

vii. Often the only drills are exercises in translating disconnected sentences 

from the target language into the mother tongue. 

viii. Little or no attention is given to pronunciation. 

(Brown, 2001: 53) 

b. Gouin and the Series Method 

According to Gouin in Brown language learning is primarily a matter 

of transforming perceptions into conceptions. Language is a means of 

thinking, of representing the world to oneself. By that reason, the Series 

Method was created: a method that taught learners directly (without 

translation) and conceptually (without grammatical rules and explanations) a 

“series” of connected sentences that are easy to perceive. 

c. The Direct Method 

Having similarity with the Gouin methods, namely, that second 

language learning should be more like first language learning – lots of oral 

interaction, spontaneous use of the language, no translation between first and 

second language, and little or no analysis of grammatical rules(Brown, 
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2001:55). Richards and Rodgers (1986: 9-10) in Brown summarize the 

principles of the Direct Method as follow: 

i. Classroom instruction was conducted exclusively in the target language. 

ii. Only everyday vocabulary and sentences were taught. 

iii. Oral communication skills were built up in a carefully traded 

progression organized around question-and-answer exchanges between 

teachers and students in small, intensive class. 

iv. Grammar was taught inductively. 

v. New teaching points were taught through modeling and practice. 

vi. Concrete vocabulary was taught through demonstration, objects, and 

pictures; abstracts vocabulary was taught by association of ideas. 

vii. Both speech and listening comprehension were taught. 

viii. Correct pronunciation and grammar were emphasized. 

 Brown, 2001: 55–56) 

d. The Audiolingual Method 

Colloquially known as the “Army Method”, the Audiolingual Method 

main characteristic was a great deal of oral activity – pronunciation and 

pattern drills and conversation practice – with virtually none of the grammar 

and translation found in traditional classes. Brown defined this method as 

“The method that focused on the aural/oral skills”. (Brown, 2001: 57). 

The characteristic of the Audiolingual Method from Prator and Celce-

Murcia in Brown (2001) are: 

i. New material is presented in dialog form. 
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ii. There is dependence on mimicry, memorization of set phrases, and 

overlearning. 

iii. Structures are sequenced by means of contrastive analysis and taught 

one at a time. 

iv. Structural patterns are taught using repetitive drills. 

v. There is little or no grammatical explanation. Grammar is taught by 

inductive analogy rather than deductive explanation. 

vi. Vocabulary is strictly limited and learned in context. 

vii. There is much use of tapes, language labs, and visual aids. 

viii. Great importance is attached to pronunciation. 

ix. Very little use of the mother tongue by teachers is permitted. 

x. Successful of response are immediately reinforced. 

xi. There is a great effort to get students to produce error-free utterances. 

xii. There is a tendency to manipulate language and disregard content. 

 Brown, 2001: 57) 

e. “Designer” Methods of the Spirited Seventies 

“Designer method incorporates certain elements of thereof in our 

current communicative, interactive, eclectic approach to language teaching” 

(Brown, 2001: 58). Those certain elements are intended as the five products of 

the spirited seventies, they are: community language learning, suggestopedia, 

the silent way, total physical response and the natural approach.  In language 

teaching using this method, a teacher is responsible to choose the best of what 
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others have experimented with and adapt those insights (elements) to his 

situation.  

f. Beyond Method: Notional-Functional Syllabuses 

Popularly known as the Notional-Functional Syllabuses method, “The 

distinguishing characteristics of the Notional-Functional Syllabuses (NFS) 

were its attention to function as the organizing elements of English language 

curriculum, and its contrast with a structural syllabus in which sequenced 

grammatical structures served as the organizers” (Brown, 2001: 67). Brown 

also stated that this method is not a method at all, but it’s a syllabus. It means 

this method combines and organizes the elements in the English curriculum, 

so the application of this method will be appropriate with the language we 

use. 

3. Learning 

Learning is always defined as a change of an individual as a result of 

experience. This changes are comes in many forms, both in nature and kinds. 

Therefore, those changes in an individual are a change in means of learning. 

Douglas Brown also gives a definition; “Learning is acquiring or getting 

of knowledge of subject or a skill by study, experience, or institution”. (Brown, 

2001: 7). This statement by Brown shows that learning is not only by studying but 

also by experiencing something personally or in an institution. 

Similar to Brown, according to Oemar Hamalik, “Learning is a process of 

behavioral changes as a result of experience and training”. (Hamalik, 1989: 60). 

While Harold Spears in Sardiman AM stated, “Learning is to observe, to read, to 
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imitate, to try something themselves, to listen, to follow direction”. (Sardiman, 

1986: 22). Spears is not only shows the definition but also the process of learning 

itself. This process, shown by Spears, helps teachers how to conduct teaching and 

learning process based on student’s learning style. 

Thus, in this learning process, we will find cooperative activities between 

teacher and students, as stated by Jeremy Harmer, “Learning is a partnership 

between teachers and students” 

Based on definitions above, we can conclude that learning is a process to 

learn and experience new knowledge resulted in changes of behavior before and 

after the learning process. 

 

B. Teaching English to Young Learners 

Teaching English as a second language is completely different from teaching 

the same material to adult. “To be able to teach children, teachers must understand 

them”. (Petersen and Hayden, 1961: 44). Each child is different and unique. In the 

classroom, teacher had to face them and teaches them new knowledge and skills. This 

is not an easy task to do. As stated by Brown, “Teaching beginners is considered by 

many as the most challenging level of language instruction”. (Brown, 2001: 101). 

Furthermore, Brown also stated that children with their fluency and naturalness are 

often the envy of adults struggling with second languages, children in classrooms 

may have some difficulties learning a second language. Brown underlined the word 

“classrooms” to differ from children who learn second language from other sources, 

such as family or parents. 
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Moreover, in his book entitled The Practice of Language Teaching, Jeremy 

Harmer stated that, “More than anything else, children are curious, and this in itself is 

motivating. At the same time their span of attention or concentration is less than that 

of an adult”. (Harmer, 1991: 7). Children are very active, they will not going just to 

sit and listen to the teachers explanation. “Children need more frequent changes of 

activities”. (Harmer, 1991: 7). It means that children need activities that is exciting 

and stimulates their curiosity. To handle this problem, Brown set five practical 

approaches to teaching children (Brown, 2001: 91 – 93). They are: 

1. Intellectual development 

Up to the age of eleven children are at the stage called “concrete operations”. In 

this stage, children have limitation in rules, explanations and abstract talk. 

Children are centered “here and now” on the functional purposes of language. 

2. Attention Span 

Language lessons can be difficult for children; the teacher’s task is to make them 

interesting, lively, and fun. The focus is still “here and now” using variety of 

activities and animated subject. A good sense of humor of the teacher can trigger 

the children’s curiosity and maintain their attention and focus. 

3. Sensory Input 

Children need to have all five senses stimulated; activities should strive to go well 

beyond the visual and auditory modes. 

4. Affective Factors 
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Children are often innovative in language forms but still have a great many 

inhibitions. Teachers need to help them to overcome such potential barriers to 

learning. 

5. Authentic, Meaningful Language 

Children are focused on what this new language can actually be used for right 

here and now. They are less willing to put up with language that doesn’t hold 

immediate rewards for them. 
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CHAPTER III 

DISCUSSION 

 

In this chapter, the writer will focus on writing the activities done during the 

job training divided into three sub-chapters; covering the school and class description, 

job training activities, and discussion about the activities on job training. 

 

A. Description of SD N Gulon, Jebres, Surakarta 

1. Description and Brief History of SD N Gulon, Jebres, Surakarta 

Located in Jl. Sejahtera RT o2/XIX Gulon, Jebres, Surakarta, SD N Gulon 

is one of the state owned elementary public schools. Established on June 16th 

1978, since then eleven headmasters had lead the school. The recent headmaster 

is Mr. Maryanto, S.Pd., M.M. have been running the school since mid-2006. 

The school occupies an area of 1763 m2 with 768 m2 of it is used for 

buildings, 680 m2 for yard, and the rest 225 m2 for the school garden. The school 

has 6 rooms for 1st grade to 6th grade teaching-learning activities, one religion 

room for Christians, one dancing room, one headmaster room, one teachers room, 

one library, a mushola, five bathrooms, a kitchen, one health unit room, one 

computer room, two parking area, a canteen, and a storeroom. 

SD N Gulon, Jebres, Surakarta has twelve teachers, six teachers are 

classroom teachers. Each teacher handles a class and teaches almost all subjects to 

their students. Other teachers are responsible for teaching particular subjects, such 

as sports, dancing, religions, and English despite other administration job. 

14 
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SD N Gulon, Jebres, Surakarta students in total are 243 students, 145 of 

them are boys and the other 98 students are girls. Most of the students are from 

the kampungs near the school. The teaching and learning process in SD N Gulon, 

Jebres, Surakarta is held six days a week, beginning at 07.00 am to 12.45 pm in 

Mondays to Thursday, and 07.00 am to 10.45 am in Fridays and Saturdays. 

2. School Structural Organization 

The headmaster is the leader in the school; responsible for all related with 

the school activities, teaching-learning process and administration. To do his job, 

the headmaster is assisted with the school secretary and the treasurers. The 

secretary is responsible for the school administrations. The treasurers are 

responsible for the school finance management. There are six classroom teachers, 

who are responsible for the learning-teaching of general subjects, and also class 

management and administration. 

There are also teachers who are responsible for particular subjects and a 

librarian that managing the library and documentation. All of them are 

responsible directly to the headmaster. Following is the diagram that describes 

The Organization Structure of SD N Gulon, Jebres, Surakarta. 
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3. Extracurricular Activities 

There are two active extracurricular activities in SD N Gulon, Jebres, 

Surakarta, they are: 

a. Marching Band “TakKusangka”, practice every Tuesday, for 4th and 5th grade 

students. 

b. Boy Scout, practice every Friday afternoon for 3rd to 6th grade students. 

Besides, there are eventual extracurricular activities for the students, such 

as drawing and rebana. 

 

B. Job Training 

1. Class Observation 

In his job training, the writer made an observation to the situation and 

condition of the school. This observation includes the facilities, teaching activities 

by the classroom teacher and about the students. The aim of this observation is to 
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know any information needed about the school and the class, which was used by 

the writer to help teaching English lesson to the students. 

English lesson are taught from the 4th to the 6th grade students as a school 

local content lesson, taught once a week for every class. Each meeting is 35 

minutes or one lesson hour. In this job training, the writer focuses on the 4th grade 

class as the main observation. In the 4th grade, officially, English lesson taught 

every Friday from 7.00 am until 7.35 am, but, due to the situation that the 

students had morning exercise every Friday from 6.30 to 7.30, sometimes more, 

the lesson was given from 8.00 am until 8.45 am. 

There are 41 students in the 4th grade class, 25 students are boys and 16 

students are girls. Their class had the basic facilities to hold the teaching-learning 

process, such as one blackboard, teacher’s desk, and tables and chairs for the 

students, although not all the tables and chairs are in good condition. 

Unfortunately, because the school is located next to the community graveyard, 

sometimes the smell from the graveyard is so strong causing dizzy and distracting 

the lesson. 

To help English teaching-learning process, the school equips the students 

with LINTAS, a workbook or LKS, as the main source and exercise source. The 

teacher, besides the LINTAS workbook, also use Grow with English Book 4 as the 

main source and also other sources. 

There is a library in SD N Gulon, Jebres, Surakarta, which can be used to 

support teaching-learning process. However, the room’s condition is not suitable. 

Most of the books are ripped off and eaten away by paper bugs. 
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2. Lesson Plan and Material Preparation 

To help the writer teach English well, the writer conduct a lesson plan and 

material preparation. The lesson plan was arranged before teaching the students 

based on the syllabus and evaluation from the previous meeting.     By making 

lesson plan, the writer found some advantages, they were: 

a. The writer found the way to enrich the material 

b. The writer could find a way to present the lesson in an interesting way. 

c. The writer could measure student’s development through exercise and 

homework. 

d. The writer could set goals for every meeting and subtract it to simple steps. 

e. The writer could arrange and determine next meeting goals based on previous 

meeting assessment. 

Generally, the lesson plan consist pf four main points, they are: building 

knowledge of field, modeling of text, joint construction of text, and independent 

construction of text. Every lesson plan focuses on one or two of four skills, 

listening, reading, speaking, and writing. 

In practice, even though the lesson plan and goals of the days lesson was 

set, external factors that happened before, during, and after the lesson could 

interrupt it.  

3. Teaching and Learning Activities 

After making lesson plan, the writer applied it to the class. The allotted 

time for each meeting is 35 minutes. The meeting was starting with a morning 

ceremony lead by the class leader. After the ceremony, the writer start by greet 
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the students and ask the students activities during the past week. By doing this, 

the writer could make an entrance way to the lesson. 

Entering the building knowledge of the field the writer use the previous 

information from the students then gave some question related to the material 

about to be given. In giving the question, the writer use native an Indonesian to 

translated the English question. 

The grammar translation method is used by the writer. This because the 

writer could not use English at all time; sometimes the student’s native language 

was used to give understanding on the material. Sometimes, the writer used 

pictures, dialogues, and short-simple texts to explain the material to the students. 

After explaining the whole description, the writer moved to explain it part by part 

based on the goals of the day lesson. Since the 4th grade is the first class the 

students being taught English, the material is more to vocabularies and short-

simple sentences rather than long-complex sentences. The student’s skill focus is 

how to read and pronounce the vocabularies correctly, listen and write the 

vocabularies in short-simple sentences and context. 

To know how well the students master the new material, the writer gave 

them exercise to be done together. The exercise could be in games or by asking 

question to the students and answered by the students. The students were allowed 

to interrupt the lesson and ask whenever they did not understand the writer’s 

explanation. 
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Assessment or independent construction of text was mostly conducted by 

giving homework due to the limited time. This activity can also be used to 

evaluate the writer’s method of teaching. 

 

C. Discussion 

1. Teaching English to the 4th Grade Students 

The materials taught to the 4th grade were usually compiled from Grow 

with English book, LINTAS workbook, and other sources related. The main book 

owned by the students was LINTAS. In LINTAS, there were 6 units with 6 

different themes. Each theme was provided with pictures, vocabularies, and 

exercises. The pictures helped the students understanding particular vocabulary 

the students must be learned. There were also dialogues which helped the students 

the context of use of a particular vocabulary. The last part was exercises in the 

form of matching, multiple choice, completing sentences, and arrangements. Most 

of the questions were completed with pictures. In teaching English, the writer 

focuses on developing the four skills; they were listening, speaking, reading, and 

writing. 

a. Listening 

Listening materials were given through questions and practices. The writer 

and the students listen. Another way is by impressions; the writer gave 

instructions during the lesson then watch how the students responded. The 

instruction given were simple and usually used in meetings, in example is 

“Open your LINTAS book page 26!” or “Have you done your homework” By 
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watching the student’s responded, the writer could determine whether the 

students understand the instruction or not. Students were also had to pay 

attention to the way vocabularies pronounced. They watched the pictures in 

their LINTAS book and then listened to the writer. 

b. Speaking 

Teaching speaking is one of the most difficult. Most of the students were shy 

whenever the writer asked them to speak a particular word in English. Only 

few of the students were braver but limited to empress in complete sentence. 

To motivate the students, the writer gave oral test at the end. One by one, the 

students answer the question orally. In introducing English, the writer also 

gave example pronouncing vocabularies to the students. Then asked the 

students to repeat it after the writer, each word was pronounced more than 

twice. Some students made the correct pronunciation and the other were not. 

In example, some students made mistakes in pronouncing “father” as [pather] 

or [vather] not [fa;der]. 

c. Reading 

To introduce reading materials, the writer used dialogues or simple texts to 

the students. The writer read it first and followed by the students. The students 

pay attention to the words in the book. Or, after the writer writes some 

vocabularies on the blackboard, the writer began to read it then followed by 

the students. The writer also asked the students to read vocabularies in their 

books by themselves. These activities were done in several repetitions and 

supported by pictures to help the students memorizing the vocabularies. 
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d. Writing 

Another difficult skill to be practiced correctly by the students was writing. 

The reason was there were differences between pronunciation and the writing 

words in English and words in Indonesian. Therefore, the writer conducts 

some activities to develop the skill. 

i. Straight copying 

The writer wrote words on the blackboard then the students wrote those 

words in their own notebook. The students wrote the words repeatedly, for 

example the writer wrote the word “brother”, the students wrote the same 

word five times “[brother], [brother], [brother], [brother], [brother]”. The 

purpose of this activity was to add students’ vocabulary and help the 

students memorize the word. 

ii. Matching 

Students were given a simple test to match some pictures with the words 

in the box. 

iii. Dictation 

The students were asked to write down the words said by the writer. Most 

of the words were vocabularies they have known. 

iv. Jumbled letter 

The writer gave the students jumbled letters. They have to arrange those 

letters in to the correct form. 

v. Completing sentences 
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The students must complete sentences given by the writer with their own 

words from the vocabularies they already known. 

2.  Difficulties in Teaching English to 4th Grade Students 

In his job training period, the writer found some difficulties in teaching 

English to 4th grade students. The students already have Javanese as their mother 

tongue and Indonesian as second language which was used mostly at school. 

Then, English as the third language which were used more seldom than 

Indonesian. For the students, English is just a lesson at school. They treated it 

same as mathematic or social lesson, study it only when they have homework. For 

some students, English is just an extracurricular in regular hour. 

The problem in teaching English can be divided into two categories, 

namely linguistic problems and non-linguistic problems. 

a. Linguistic Problems 

Different pronunciation became the number one linguistic problem in teaching 

English to the 4th grade students. The students were already familiar with 

Javanese and Bahasa Indonesia which has different pronunciation and spelling 

with English. Most of the time, the students read English words alphabetically 

as they did in reading Indonesian words. The writer must repeat the 

pronunciation of an English word several times all the times. Even so, the 

result is not all students were able to pronounce it correctly. 

b. Non-Linguistic Problems 
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Basically, there are four problems in non-linguistic problems. There were 

classroom management, limited time of teaching the, students’ motivation and 

the lack of facilities of ELT. 

i. Classroom Management 

The 4th grade students have their English lesson on Friday, after having 

physical exercise. Before starting the lesson, the students had few 

minutes to change their exercise uniform to Pramuka’s, nonetheless, 

when the writer came to fourth grade classroom they usually were not 

ready to receive a lesson. So, the writer had to give more several 

minutes until they were ready. 

After taking prayer, the lesson began. When the writer asked the 

students to take their LINTAS book to study today’s material, some 

students said that they were not brought it with them. The common 

reason was they had to go to school early, so they were in rush preparing 

the book that morning. This situation could be worse, whenever the 

writer asked the students about homework’s from the previous meeting; 

the students usually said that they forgot to bring it with them or forgot 

to work it done. The class became crowded with sound, the students 

mock each other. To settle down, the writer need more than five 

minutes. 

Some students like to disturbed their friends, playing their toys and other 

activities in off-task behavior during the lesson. They were not listening 

the teacher and done what the teacher asked them. Talked each other 
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was the common situation. Some students were talkative, the other were 

so quiet and need more attention to be active in the lesson. There were 

troublemakers also. These bad attitude and behaviors, slows down the 

lesson, and the result was the writer could not fulfill the day goals then 

missed the semester goals. 

ii. Limited Time of Teaching 

With the status of school local content made English has limited meeting 

session. In a week, English only had one session of meeting. The time 

given for each session was 35 minutes. Although the writer tries to 

manage the time effectively, unfortunately, managing the students also 

needed more time. Therefore, the time to explaining the material and 

discuss the lesson became shorter than expected. So, the writer had to 

add more meeting for the same lesson plan. 

iii. Students’ Motivation 

The students were only learnt English when it was taught at school. 

These can be seen from their progress in vocabularies, and their 

willingness to do homeworks and tasks. 

The students did not repeat the material from the last meeting at home. 

So, when the next meeting was held, the students already had forgotten 

the material or vocabularies from the previous meeting. They only 

understand and able to do assessment at school. 

iv. ELT facilities 
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There were no ELT facilities found in neither the classroom nor the 

library. This situation made English as foreign language became more 

difficult to learn. The students could not found other learning sources 

but from the teacher. The school has no special equipments for English 

lesson. The budget for English lesson was limited to Rp. 75.000 per 

year. This limited budget was only enough for copying some materials 

and assessments. To introduce the vocabularies, which are mostly real 

objects and pictures, the writer had to work it by himself. 

3. The Solutions to Handle the Problems 

To solve the problems in teaching English to the fourth grade students of 

SD N Gulon 169, Jebres, Surakarta the writer should have good strategies. The 

writer found that it was not easy to practice well a strategy and simultaneously 

create a good condition for teaching and learning activities. For handling those 

problems, the writer has tried some strategies, they were: 

a. Solution for the linguistic problem 

Practicing to pronounce vocabularies all the time. Pronouncing the 

vocabularies given over and over again not only helped the students in 

memorizing but also helped them pronouncing vocabularies correctly. This 

strategy was supported by the use of pictures and real objects that can be 

found in the school environment and students’ environment. When the writer 

heard students’ mispronouncing the vocabulary, he fixed it by telling them the 

right pronunciation or asked other students who had better pronunciation to 

help the one troubled. 
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b. Solutions for the non linguistic problems 

i. Creating Good Classroom Management 

The keyword was discipline. The writer could not work by himself to 

handle this problem; it needed a good cooperation with the classroom 

teacher, due to the writer’s limited time in class. They taught the students’ 

to be more discipline in studying. The students’ must know when it was 

time to play and time to study, to listen and be active in-task categories 

during lesson. The writer also gave appreciation to handle their attitudes. 

The writer gave credit points that will affect the students’ semester report 

when the students were listen to the writer’s explanation and being active 

in the lesson. Occasionally, the writer read in front of the students how 

many credit points did they have. This was encouraging students to 

behave well in the class. 

ii. Managing time to teach 

The writer had to revise the way of making lesson plan to be more 

effective and fun for the students. The writer also had to consider the time 

to handle the students’ behavior and attitudes. It was hoped that the 

learning and teaching process would not be interrupted. A good 

communication with the classroom teacher was also needed. 

iii. Motivating students to learn English 

Encouraging the students’ motivation to learn English, the writer tried to 

make English learning an interesting activity. The writer use games and 

pictures more often than before to attract the students, although games 
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activity create new problem –the students were interested more to the 

games rather than the lesson itself-, the writer also gave questions when 

they started to talked each other. 

Usually, the writer asked the students to pronounce the vocabularies 

several times to help the students in memorizing the vocabularies. Another 

way was, the writer tried to use English in giving them instruction. The 

goal is to make the students more familiar to use English in daily 

conversation, at least in school. The writer also encourages the students to 

watch English lesson show in local TV station, to enrich their knowledge 

of English and its use. 

iv. Providing Facilities for the Activities in Teaching Learning English 

Due to the minimum resources of ELT facilities in school that could be 

used for English lesson, the writer tried to find other tools, such as 

pictures and objects that can be found in the classroom and school area. 

Those pictures and objects helped the writer to give clearer explanation 

about vocabularies and it also gave the students clear description about 

certain vocabulary taught in the lesson. 

In conclusion, there were many problems faced by the writer during the job 

training activities. Those problems were classroom management, limited time and 

funding in English lesson, students’ motivation, the lack of ELT facilities to taught 

English lesson and students’ difficulties in English pronunciation. Among those 

problems, according to the writer, the biggest problem came from the students. To 

handle the problem, the writer needed strategies that not only motivate the students 
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but also made the lesson successful. Some problems can not be solved in an instance, 

they need longer and intensive supervisions by the teachers, the problems were 

including discipline and fulfilling facilities for teaching and learning process. By 

doing those strategies, the writer hoped it would solve the problems, so English 

teaching and learning activities could be done in a good condition and good results by 

the end.  
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

A. Conclusions 

From the discussion in the previous chapter, the writer draws a conclusion as 

follows: 

1. Activities in English teaching and learning process must pay attention in 

developing the four skills; they are listening, reading, speaking and writing. Those 

skills are supported by vocabulary knowledge. In order to master English, 

students should memorize a lot of vocabulary so they could easily understand the 

meaning of words. Teaching in Elementary School, especially teaching English to 

the students is not only focused in explaining the materials but also to educate 

them to be civilized, to form positive behaviour and attitudes. Teaching English to 

the fourth grade students was conducted using grammar translation method, 

considering that this is the first time they receive English as a lesson. Imitation, 

mime expressions, texts, pictures, realia objects, and games were used to deliver 

the material fun and make the students interested in learning English. 

2. There were problems in teaching English, those problems were categorized as 

linguistic problem and non-linguistic problems. 

a. Linguistic Problem 

Pronouncing the vocabulary became the major problem faced by the students. 

They found that English have different pronunciation and sound from 

Javanese and Bahasa Indonesia, the students’ native and second language. 

29 
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Therefore, the students made many mistake in pronouncing the words. Most 

of the time, the students pronounce those vocabularies just as they pronounce 

words in Bahasa Indonesia. 

b. Non-Linguistic Problems 

There were four major problems categorized in non-linguistic, those problems 

were classroom management, limited time of teaching, students’ motivation in 

learning English, and the lack of ELT facilities to support English lesson. 

c. Classroom management 

Handling the students’ behaviour and attitudes was a difficult job for the 

writer. Because the students’ destructive attitudes could influence and disturb, 

moreover, stop the whole activities in teaching learning English process. 

d. Limited time of teaching 

The status of English lesson as a school local content, made teaching English 

became more difficult. There were only one meeting every week and 35 

minutes for each meeting. This short time of meeting became shorter when the 

writer should handle students’ attitudes first and during teaching. 

e. Students’ motivation 

The students were not serious in learning English. Mostly they spent the time 

with talking, playing and disturbing their friends during the writer’s 

explanation. Only few of them learnt seriously, although they can not learn 

effectively due to disturbance from their classmate. Another cause was, the 

students did not and can not use English in their daily live. They use and hear 

English only at school. For them, English is not important subject to learn. 
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f. The lack of ELT facilities 

The work of the writer became harder when there were no suitable tolls to 

help them explaining the materials in the classroom. The school did not 

equipped with language teaching aid to help teachers. The writer must 

occupied those tools and aids by himself. 

3. The solutions to handle the problems were: 

a. Solution for the linguistic problem 

Giving the students more practice in pronouncing the vocabulary could help 

handling this problem. Therefore, the writer often asked the students directly 

or through games to pronounce vocabularies. 

b. Solution for the non-linguistic problems 

i. Creating good classroom management 

The writer tried to handle this problem by getting the students’ attention 

with credit point rewards for their active and good attitudes during the 

lesson. The writer also communicates with the classroom teacher to 

handle this problem, due to the limited time the writer had in class. 

ii. Managing time to teach 

The writer adds an extra time for each meeting to handle the disturbing 

behaviour and attitudes of the students. The extra time added would help 

the writer handle the students’ attitudes without interrupted the teaching 

learning activities. 

iii. Motivating students in learning English. 
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Making English lesson fun and enjoyable would increase students’ 

motivation. Thus, by giving them the future use of English and encourage 

the students’ to watch English lesson program in one of the local TV 

stations. The writer also uses pictures and games to attract the students’ 

attentions. 

iv. Providing facilities to support English teaching learning activities 

The writer tried to occupied pictures and other tools to help him 

explaining the materials and help the students to get better understanding 

about the vocabularies they learnt. With pictures, the students became 

more interested in English. 

 

B. Suggestions 

Based on the conclusions above, the writer wants to give suggestions as 

follows: 

1. The students of SD N Gulon 169, Jebres, Surakarta 

The students, especially the 4th grade students) must pay more attention to the 

teacher’s explanation and more serious in English lesson. Do the exercises and 

homeworks. 

2. SD N Gulon 169, Jebres, Surakarta 

SD N Gulon 169, Jebres, Surakarta should complete the classrooms and the 

teacher with source books, pictures, or imitation of objects to help the teacher 

explaining the material, moreover, to help the students learning English better. 
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Because, most of the material in Elementary grade, especially the 4th grade, are 

vocabularies of real objects. 
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Lesson Plan 

Topic : Family 

Level : 4th Grade of Elementary School 

Allotted Time : 1 session (35 Minutes) 

 

 Discussion focus : Unit 4 Family 

   -. Family Members 

Communicative Skills : -. Who is he? 

   -. He is my father. 

 

1. BKOF (Building Knowledge of Field) 

a. Greeting. 

b. Check students’ attendance. 

c. Teacher introduce through short story with pictures about family. 

d. Students responded by answering questions about their family. 

  

2. Modeling of Text 

a. From the story, teacher elicits some vocabularies of family: 

-. Family   -. Brother  -. Daughter 

-. Father   -. Sister  -. Grandfather 

-. Mother   -. Son   -. Grandmother 

b. Teacher read the vocabularies, students repeat after the teacher. Repeated 

several times 

c. Teacher explain 

-. the use of “Who is he?” question 

-. The answer of the previous question. “He is my ….”, “She is my ….”, 

“They are …”. 

d. Teacher gives example of the dialogue.. 
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3. Joint Construction of Text 

Students work in pairs, practicing to pronounce the vocabularies and dialogues 

from LINTAS page 30.   

4. Independent Construction of Text 

Homework. 

Students fill in the table based on their own family. Then fill in the blanks on the 

text. In the next meeting, the students should read the text about their family in 

front of the class. 

 

 

T

e

x

t: 

M

y Family 

 

Hello friends, my name is ……………… . I am a fourth grade student of SDN 

Gulon. I want to introduce my family to you. My father name is ……………… . 

He is an ………………. My mother is ……………… . She is very pretty. I have 

… brother(s) and … sisters(s). They are ……………… and ……………… . I 

love my family very much. How is your family? 

 

~oOo~ 

  

  

  

  

  

No Title Name 

1 Father …………………………. 

2 Mother …………………………. 

3 Son …………………………. 

4 Daughter …………………………. 

5 …………………………. …………………………. 
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